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Abstract.
Observations of cusp ion velocity dispersions made by the TIMAS instrument on the Polar
spacecraftin the mid-altitude cusp during intervals of

northwardinterplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) reveala
clearorderingwith magneticlocaltime (MLT). Between
1100 and 1300 MLT the injected ion velocity increased
with invariant latitude for 78% of the cuspcrossings,between 0900 and 1100 MLT this percentagereduced to
35% and between 1300 and 1500 MLT the percentage
reduced to 57%. In contrast similar observations made

during intervals of southward IMF revealed no MLT
dependency. Between 0900 and 1500 MLT the injected
ion velocity increasedwith invariant latitude for only
17% of the observedcusp crossings.We suggestthat
the differencein the MLT dependencybetween northward and southward IMF can be best explained by the
different characteristicsof polar convectionpatterns for
sub-solar

tion can occurpolewardof the cusp [Russell1972].
Kesselet al. [1996]made the first direct observation
of lobe reconnection.They report observingsunward
convection a characteristic

in a sub-Alfv•nic magnetosheathflow. Lobe reconnection in a super-Alfv•nic magnetosheathflow would result in the reconnectedfield beingdraggedtailwards. A
spacecraftmovingoutbound,crossingsunwardconvecting field lines towards a lobe reconnectionsite would encounter more recently reconnectedfield lines and thereforefastermovingions,effectivelyreversingthe velocity
dispersionpattern of a sub-solarreconnectionsite.
Another

characteristic

feature

of lobe reconnection

is the formationof reverseconvectioncellsin the high
latitude ionosphere [Iijima et al., 1984; Freemanet
al., 1993; Knipp et al., 1993; Ruohoniemi and Green-

wald 1996; Weimer 1995]. The convectioncellsindicate the evolution

and lobe reconnection.

feature of lobe reconnection

of the reconnected

field line.

The

formation of the reverseconvectioncells in the polar
cap wasexplainedby Lyons[1985]who proposedthat
a purely northward IMF resulted in a lobe reconnected

Introduction

Reconnection between the IMF and the magneto-

sphere,first proposedby Dungey[1961]is the principal
mechanism whereby solar wind mass and energy gain
entry to the magnetosphere. Extensive studies of subsolar reconnectionduring intervals of southward IMF

IMF that 'over drapes' the magnetosphere.In a subAlfv•nic magnetosheath
flow this woulddrag the field
line sunwardwhich then has an equal probability of
convecting over either the dawn or dusk flanks of the
magnetosphere. The nature of the shape, motion and
number of these convection cells is variable.

The orien-

havebeenmade [Reiff et al., 1980;Hones1984;Smith tation of the IMF, the solarwind velocityand the dipole
and Lockwood
1996]. Magnetosheath
plasmainjection tilt of the Earth all influence these reverse convection
into the magnetospherevia a discretesourceregion, the
cells. Huanget al. [2000a]havemadea detailedstudy
reconnectionsite, results in a velocity dispersionwith
of reverseconvectioncells. They find that providedthe
the fastest injected ions reaching any given position

IMF

first. Wochand Lundin[1992]observethat the velocity

In the next sectiona surveyof the MLT dependency
of cuspion velocity dispersionsis made for intervalsof

dispersionis dependent on the orientation of the IMF.

is stable the convection cells are also stable.

Lockwood
and Smith[1994]predictthat complexstruc- northward and southward IMF. These observations are
tured velocitydispersionsuchas Escoubet
et al., [1992] discussed
in termsof dipoletilt angleandby contrasting
staircase ion dispersioncan occur, a result of time de- polar convectionpatterns generatedby sub-solarand
pendent sub-solar reconnection. They predict that a lobe reconnection.
spacecraftmoving away from a sub-solarreconnection
site would typically observe a decreasinginjected ion Observations
velocity. During intervals of northward IMF reconnecCopyright2001 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

The observations
weremadein the mid-altitude (5 to
8 earth radii) cuspregionbetween1996and 1997. The

Papernumber2001GL013061.

measurementswere made by the TIMAS instrument,

0094-8276/01/2001GL013061

[Shelleyet al., 1995]aboardthe Polar spacecraft.The
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3 to 6 nT.

The solid cicles and stars mark

the

start and end times as describedabove. The gradient
was deducedby performing a linear least squaresfit to
these marked intervals which is sufficiently accurate to
deducethe averagegradient. The number and duration
of these features is highly variable. Some cusp crossings consistedof a single smoothly varying dispersion
ramp lasting around 30 minutes. Other passeshad in
excessof 10 dispersionramps with durations as short
as a few minutes.
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Figure1. Spectrogram
showing
down-going
H+ ions.
The solidline representsthe drift velocity,(seetext for
details

The results for the entire set of de-

duced gradients are shown in Figure 2. Cusp crossings
during intervals of southwardIMF are shownin the up-

per panel (a), the lowerpanel (b) showscuspcrossings
with northward IMF. The stars correspond to ion injections where the ion velocity increasedwith invariant
latitude and the diamonds correspondto events where
the velocity decreased.The bunchingof the data into
linear paths correspondsto cusp crossingswith multiple discrete ion injections. Forty three cusp crossings
were identified where the IMF is consistently northward and 48 were identified

orientationof the IMF wasmeasuredby the MFI instru-

ward.

The IMF

southward

where the IMF

was south-

events occur at a lower lat-

ment, [Leppinget al., 1995].The solarwind velocity, itude than the IMF northward events consistent with
usedto calculatethe travel time to the earth (Wind to reportedIMF Bz effectson cusplocation [Newell et
XcsM = 0), was measuredby the SWE instrument, al., 1989;Kremserand Lundin 1990]. The majority of
[Ogilvieet al., 1995].Wind positions
duringthe survey the IMF southwardeventshavenegativedispersiongraranged from 40 to 230 Re sunward and within 40 Re of dients,consistent
with Lockwood
and Smith[1994]prethe earth

sun line.

dictionsfor mid-altitude cuspobservationsof sub-solar
Cusp crossingintervals during which the solar wind reconnection.The distribution of dispersiongradients
velocitychangedby more than 20% were excludeddue
to the uncertainty this variation would causein deduc1312MLT11
ing the travel time. A 20% uncertainty was included
in the time lag when inferring the IMF Bz orientation

(a) 1.4. T -7-.J10

at the earth.

The

orientation

was than

accessed over

the duration for which the quantifucation(described
below) of the cuspobservations
are made. To simplify
the observationsonly down-goingionswith pitch angles
lessthan 30ø (all observations
are madein the northern
hemisphere)are included. This removesany up-going
ionosphericand mirrored magnetosheathpopulations.
A single parameter of the observedindividual magnetosheath ion injections is quantified. This is the sign
of the gradient of the latitudinal velocity dispersion,

dv/dA/Idv/dAIwhere

(b)

A is the invariantlatitude. A

/

three term drifting Maxwellian is fitted to the data to
identify the bulk velocity. The fits were visually inspected and any poor fit was removed. Individual injection events were identified by discontinuouschanges

(positiveor negative)in the velocitygreater than 50
km/s (This corresponds
to two energystepsof the detector) or a reversalin the velocitydispersion.Fitting
the Maxwellian effectivelylimited the quantification to

velocitiesgreater than 100 km/s. This quantification
rarely exceeded 1 hour of observationtime. An exam-
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Figure 2. Velocity dispersiongradientsplotted against

magneticlocal time. Positive,asterisks(negative,diaple spectrogramof a cusppass(11/1/1996) with the monds)dispersion
indicatesan increasing(decreasing)
fitted drift velocity is shown in Figure 1. Polar was ion velocitywith invariant latitude, (a) corresponds
to
making an inbound pass through the northern, mag- eventswherethe IMF was southward,(b) corresponds
netosphere. The IMF B z component was northward

to events where the IMF

was northward.

was influencing the observations. For positive dispersion cusp crossingsthe average dipole tilt angle was
2.8 q- 12.6ø for the negative dispersionsthe tilt angle
was -3.8 q- 16ø. Both positive and negative velocity
dispersiongradientswere observedwith a large range of

1.0(a)

0,80,6
0,4

dipole tilt angles(hencethe large variance)indicating

0.2
0.0.

that the dipole tilt angle did not systematicallyeffect
the dispersiongradients.
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orientation at the earth were made over a large range
of positions. There was no systematicdifferencefound
in the location of WIND during intervalswhere northward IMF wasinferredand positivedispersiongradients
were observedin comparisonto observationsof negative dispersiongradientsalso made when the IMF was
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Another possibilityis the more complexpolar convection pattern associated with lobe reconnection which
results in the formation

of reverse convection cells in

Figure 3. The averageratio of the number of positive
dispersiongradients to total number of events is cal-

the polar cap. Freemanet al. [1993]observetwo additionalcellsif[ Bz/By [>> 1. When [ Bz/By ["" 1
culated and binned in 0.5hr MLT, (a) corresponds
to Knipp et al. [1993]observea singlereverseconvection
eventswherethe IMF was southward,(b) corresponds
cellin the polarcap. C-S. Huanget al., [2000hirecently
to events where the IMF was northward.
for IMF northward events is more complex. Between
1100 to 1300 MLT the majority of the events have a

positive dispersiongradient, at other local times there
is a greater admixture of dispersiongradients. To quantify this MLT dependencythe averagedfraction of the
number of positive dispersiongradientsto total number
of eventsis calculatedand binned (width 0.5 hours)in
MLT, for both IMF southward and northward events.
The resultsare showninFigure 3. A clear differencein
the MLT dependencycan be readily seen,for the IMF
southwardevents the averageratio between 0900 and
1500 MLT is 0.17 and shows little variation while for
the IMF northward events between 1100 and 1300 MLT
this ratio is 0.78 and reduces to 0.35 between 0900 and
1100 MLT and to 0.57 between 1300 and 1500 MLT.

when[ Bz/By [_•3, the convection
hada sunwardcomponent over the polar cap roughly between 1000 and
1400 MLT, at other times the convection had a tail-

ward component.The similarityin the rangeof MLT's
for a sunward convection and our observed distribution

of positive dispersionsin MLT indicates that the four
cell convectionpattern could explain the MLT variation in the observedcusp ion velocity dispersions.The
convection over the polar cap between 1000 to 1400

MLT resultsin a spacecraftmovingpolewardobserving
a positive velocity dispersion as detailed in the introduction.

Outside these local times the field line con-

vectionhas an anti-sunwardcomponent(a field line reconnected at a sub-solar site would also convect with

an anti-sunwardcomponent)resulting in a poleward
movingspacecraftobservinga negativevelocitydisper-

Discussion
A clear difference in the MLT

made a detailed casestudy of a lobe reconnectionevent
with SuperDARN. They observeda four cell convection
pattern, symmetricabout the noon-midnightmeridian,

sion. However the observations were made over a wide
characteristics

between

rangeof[ Bz/By [, asBy increases
the ionospheric
consub-solar(IMF southward)and lobe (IMF northward) vectionpattern becomesincreasinglyasymmetricabout
injection events exist. Close to 1200 MLT the major- the noon-midnight
meridian[Knippet al., 1993]changity of the IMF northward events have positive disper- ing from a four to a threecellconvection.This asymmesion gradientsconsistentwith sunwardconvectionfrom try effectsthe rangeof MLT's overwhichthe convection
a lobe reconnection site. At other local times this disvelocityhasa sunward
component.
ForBy • 0 sunward
persiongradient becomesmore mixed.
convection
shiftsinto the morning,for By • 0 this shift
Lyons[1985]notesthat sunwardconvectionfrom a is to the afternoon. An attempt was made to relate
lobe reconnectionsite can only occur in a sub-Alfvenic the observedMLT dependenceof the velocity dispermagnetosheathflow. The magnetosheathflow velocity siongradientto IMF By however
no criteriawasplaced
increaseswith distance from the sub-solar point, hence on the stabilityof the IMF By component.
The results
lobe reconnection in the northern winter hemisphere wereambiguousmost probablydue to the variability of
placesthe reconnectionsite further from the sub-solar the By component.
point than for a summer dipole tilt. A systematic difFinally Figure 3(a) showsthat 17% of the observed
ferencein the dipole tilt betweencuspcrossingswith a velocity dispersions
had a positivegradientwhen the
positive and negativedispersionfor the northward IMF
IMF Bz was southward.Lockwood
and Smith [1994]
eventswould alsoindicate that the magnetosheathflow predict that such disersiongradientscan occur if the
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field line convectionvelocity decreasesafter reconnec- KesselR.L., S-H. Chen, J.L. Green, S.F. Fung, A. Boardsen,
L.C. Tan, T.E. Eastman, J.D. Craven and L.A. Frank,
tion or they can be a result of compressivemotion of
Evidence of high-latitude reconnectingduring northward
the magnetopause.
IMF: Hawkeye observations,Geophys.Res. Lett., 23, 582-

586, 1996.
Knipp D.J. et al., Ionospheric convection responseto slow,
strong variations in a northward interplanetary magnetic

Conclusions

The observationspresentedin this letter reveal a clear
field: A casestudy for January 14, 1988, J. Geophys.Res.,
98, 19273-19292, 1993.
ordering of lobe reconnectioncusp events. These observations are consistent with reconnectionresulting in Kremser G. and R. Lundin, Average spatial distributions
of energeticparticlesin the mid-altitudecusp/cleftregion
reverse, sunward, convectionin the polar cap. The variobserved by Viking, J. Geophys. Res., 95, 5753-19292,
ation in the velocitydispersiongradientwasnot effected
1990.
by variation in the dipole tilt angle indicatingthat, for Iijima T., T.A. Potemra, L.J. Zanetti and P.F. Bythrow,
Large-scaleBirkeland currents in the daysidepolar region
this study, an extreme dipole tilt probably does not
during strongly northward IMF: A new Birkeland current
move the reconnectionsite into a super-alfv•nic region

ability and uncertaintyin the deductionof[ B•/By [

system, J. Geophys. Res., $9, 7441-7452, 1984.
Lepping R.P. et al., The Wind magnetic field investigation,
Space$ci. Rev. 71, 207-229, 1995.
Lockwood M. and M.F. Smith, Low and middle altitude
cusp particle signaturesfor general magnetopausereconnection rate variations: 1. Theory, J. Geophys. Res., 99,

precludeda detailed comparisonwith the distribution of
the dispersiongradients in MLT. The observationspre-

Lyons L.R., A simple model for polar cap convectionpatterns and generation of theta aurora, J. Geophys. Res.,

of the magnetosheath.
The average[B•/By [ for IMF
northward events is 1.6 this would most probably result
in a three cell ionosphericconvectionpattern which is
asymmetric about the noon-midnight meridian. Vari-

sentedheresuggest
that for a widerangeof[ B•/By [
with B• > 0 results in sunward convection over at least

part of the polar cap with tailward convectionoccurring
on field lines located away from 1200 MLT.
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